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I believe the crux of systems research is identifying abstractions for systems that are intu-
itive for application developers and allow underlying implementations to meet application per-
formance requirements. Developers prefer strong abstractions that make it easier to program
correct applications [1, 8], such as those that mask concurrency or failures. However, strong ab-
stractions impose high costs. Consequently, developers of applications with high performance
requirements often either resort to weaker abstractions that increase code complexity or limit the
scope of their application to reduce performance demands (e.g., by partitioning the userbase).

I aim to address this crux across the “distributed stack” from globally distributed to intra-
datacenter to cross-cloud systems. As online services become more ubiquitous, they must reli-
ably and securely process user data using distributed systems. At the same time, these services
are supporting increasingly larger userbases with expectations of interactivity when sharing
data. Existing abstractions for distributed systems require implementations that fundamentally
cannot satisfy these evolving robustness and performance demands [4, 10, 11]. Furthermore,
new hardware and software building blocks change these fundamental costs and create oppor-
tunities for co-designing systems with their underlying layers to meet performance demands.
My research focuses on new system designs that provide alternatives to prevailing abstrac-
tions with similar useability and reduced implementation costs.

My dissertation research is an instantiation of this approach across three main contexts:
(i) providing strong ordering guarantees for geo-replicated systems [5, 7, 14], (ii) providing
robustness against malicious actors [9, 23], and (iii) co-designing systems with underlying hard-
ware [6]. In addition to designing new systems that alleviate the tension between strong guar-
antees and high performance costs, I strive to produce open source, extensible prototypes with
tooling for reproducing experimental evaluations. I also strive to contribute formally provable
results about the nature of the design spaces for these systems. Through these complementary
artifacts, my goal beyond improving today’s systems is to contribute ideas that others can easily
adopt in their own research.

1 Strongly Consistent Globally Distributed Storage
Strong consistency is an abstraction that guarantees operations appear to take effect in a total
order consistent with a sequential system. While strong consistency simplifies distributed appli-
cation development, it fundamentally costs more than weaker notions of consistency [4]. These
costs are especially high in systems that are geo-replicated for robustness to geographically lo-
calized failures because of high latency between nodes. In my research, my collaborators and
I argue that instead of foregoing strong consistency, these costs can be tamed to meet the per-
formance requirements of a wider range of applications by rethinking the abstractions through
which applications interact with these systems.
Serializable transactions under high contention. [7] Serializability is a form of strong consis-
tency for transactional storage that provides the illusion of a centralized system executing trans-
actions one at a time [20]. The simplicity of the serializability abstraction is a boon for develop-
ers, but a core performance issue is that under high contention, many transactions conflict and
cannot execute concurrently. Existing solutions deal with concurrent conflicts reactively through
aborting and retrying transactions with backoff. Instead of striving to more intelligently react,
we argue that the proactive avoidance of concurrent conflicts enables new performance opportu-
nities. Concurrent conflicts are the overlap of real-time windows that materialize when applica-
tions access data. Through this lens, we identify transaction re-execution as a means to rearrange
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when applications access data, proactively realigning overlapping windows. Furthermore, we
formalize this intuition by defining serialization windows and prove that no two windows on the
same data can overlap in a serializable system. Morty is an interactive replicated transactional
storage system that employs these ideas. Transaction re-execution for interactive transactions
is possible because Morty uses the continuation passing style (CPS) for specifying transactions
instead of the traditional imperative style. The CPS API imposes minimal additional burden
on networked applications, as they typically are already written to avoid blocking on network
requests. We implement and evaluate a prototype of Morty and find that it achieves 1.7x-96x the
throughput of state-of-the-art systems [8, 25] with similar or better latency. We intend to open
source the implementation and experiment scripts before this work appears at EuroSys’23.
Taming tail latency for linearizable storage. [5] Linearizability is another form of strong consis-
tency that guarantees operations take effect in an order consistent with real-time [16]. Tradition-
ally, linearizable storage systems are built using state machine replication [22] with consensus
(SMR). While SMR allows for the implementation of any arbitrary deterministic state machine,
it incurs high tail latency in practice. We argue that this performance woe is a fundamental
consequence of the impossibility of consensus in an asynchronous environment [11]. Why does
a linearizable storage system need the full power (and cost) of SMR? Instead, we propose the
simpler abstraction of single-object reads, writes, and read-modify-writes (rmws) to rein in tail
latency. Reads and writes comprise an overwhelming proportion of storage workloads and
can be implemented with linearizability and guaranteed liveness [2]. Gryff is a linearizable
key-value store that we designed which provides simple reads and writes with provable ter-
mination and rmws for strong synchronization (e.g., conditional updates). Gryff uses a novel
ordering mechanism, consensus-after-register timestamps (carstamps), to solve the challenge of or-
dering terminating reads and writes with (potentially) non-terminating rmws on the same data.
Our implementation of Gryff reduces read tail latency to about 40% of MultiPaxos, an industry-
standard approach for SMR, while maintaining similar median write/rmw latency. Gryff also
reduces read tail latency to about 56% of EPaxos, a state-of-the-art geo-replicated SMR protocol,
while trading off 2x higher median write latency. Our implementation and experiment scripts
are available as an open source package [12].
Extracting global causality from linearizability. [14] Even with more specialized abstractions
for linearizable storage, linearizability imposes read latency costs [10] that are too high for some
applications. This is because linearizability must order all reads in an order consistent with
real-time, even reads that are not potentially causally related. My colleagues and I argue that
this requirement is too strong for many applications. Instead, we propose a new consistency
model, regular sequential consistency (RSC), that ensures operations are totally ordered consis-
tently with potential causality, but that ensures only conflicting operations are ordered con-
sistently with real-time. RSC is weaker than linearizability—and thus, circumvents the lower
bound on linearizable read latency [10]—but is stronger than sequential consistency because it
provides real-time ordering guarantees for conflicting writes and reads. The real-time ordering
of conflicting operations enables the efficient composition of RSC systems by introducing real-
time barriers. Moreover, we prove that RSC is invariant equivalent to linearizability, so applica-
tions programmed for linearizable systems run correctly on RSC systems without modification.
We implement and evaluate an RSC variant of Gryff that reduces read tail latency to 40% of
linearizable Gryff. Again, our prototype of Gryff-RSC is open source [13].
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2 Malicious Robustness in the Cloud
Certain applications require robustness beyond the benign failures around which my primary
dissertation work focuses. In financial and healthcare applications, malicious actors may seek
to attack services and end users. Safety guarantees against such adversaries are critical, but
unsurprisingly impose additional performance costs. My colleagues and I advocate that safety
is achievable with good performance by choosing appropriate abstractions for these systems.
Inverting the blockchain-database abstraction. [23] Permissioned blockchains are a rapidly
growing solution to the problem of data sharing among mutually distrustful parties. They pro-
vide applications the abstraction of a totally ordered log that tolerates Byzantine failures [17]
using SMR. Though powerful, Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) SMR struggles to scale to the per-
formance requirements of many applications because the totally ordered log abstraction is lim-
ited. My colleagues and I argue that the abstraction of a partially ordered serializable database
is a better fit for these applications because they anyway use the totally ordered log to imple-
ment a database. By targeting the abstraction of a database, a system is not required to totally
order non-conflicting transactions - flexibility that can be leveraged for improved performance.
Basil is a BFT transactional and replicated key-value store that embraces this idea. By using
database techniques for managing conflicts, Basil achieves 3.5x-5x higher throughput than base-
line systems like PBFT and HotStuff that implement a database on top of the totally ordered log
abstraction. Our prototype and experiment scripts are available as an open source package [3].
Leveraging transactions to hide access patterns. [9] Beyond Byzantine influence, malicious
actors may attempt to access end users’ private information by analyzing interactions between
clients and system services. Such an attack is possible in the growing cloud ecosystem, where ap-
plications offload storage to third parties. While techniques like oblivious random access mem-
ory (ORAM) provide security against these attacks, existing ORAMs do not guarantee durability
and afford only limited concurrency. To bring the security of ORAM to cloud applications with
high robustness and performance requirements, my colleagues and I propose to strengthen the
ORAM abstraction from simple reads and writes to serializable transactions. Surprisingly, pro-
viding the stronger transactional abstraction allows amortizing the cost of expensive ORAM
and failure recovery operations across many transactional requests. Obladi is a transactional
key-value store that leverages this observation. Obladi achieves within 5x–12x the throughput
of non-secure MySQL on standard OLTP benchmarks like TPC-C with about 70x the latency.

3 Co-designing Systems with Underlying Layers
Much of my work focuses on the boundary between end user applications and the services that
support them. I find that research opportunities also exist at the boundary between services and
their underlying building blocks (e.g., the OS and network) as the abstractions and performance
tradeoffs of underlying building blocks evolve with new hardware.
Strengthening the RDMA interface. [6] RDMA NICs are increasingly available and provide the
opportunity to accelerate services by bypassing remote CPUs when sharing data. Yet a common
theme is that adapting services to run on RDMA requires complex—and costly—contortions. Its
simple READ/WRITE/CAS interface necessitates additional network round trips or involv-
ing receiver CPUs to implement distributed services. We propose that a small set of generic
extensions to the RDMA interface is needed in order to fully utilize the capabilities of this new
hardware. We propose the addition of indirection, allocation, operation chaining, and an enhanced-
CAS, which enable efficient remote access patterns like data structure navigation, out-of-place
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updates, and concurrency control. My colleagues and I argue that PRISM is feasible to imple-
ment in hardware because it reuses existing microarchitectural designs and we implement both a
Snap-inspired [18] software prototype and a smart-NIC prototype running on a Mellanox Blue-
Field [19]. We demonstrate that these primitives enable the implementation of more efficient
RDMA services, such as in-memory storage, replicated storage, and transactional storage. We
implement prototypes of these RDMA storage services and we find, in each case study, that
PRISM improves either latency or throughput relative to baselines without sacrificing either.

4 Future Work
I plan to continue my research in the field of distributed systems, focusing on the challenges of
providing strong consistency to applications with growing performance requirements.
Abstracting cloud services. Cloud computing is trending toward a provider agnostic ecosystem
as users seek robustness to major single-provider outages and seek to leverage cross-provider
competition to reduce costs. Providers are also working to enable cross-cloud portability to grow
their market share. As a first step toward this trend, we must understand the fundamental costs
associated with using cloud services as underlying building blocks. For example, clouds offer
both strongly and weakly consistent storage systems with varying performance and financial
costs. How can we design a storage layer above these services that provides strong consistency
while meeting application performance requirements and minimizing financial costs? In such
a system, how can the storage layer intelligently replicate data not only across services, but
across providers to achieve robustness to major outages and further minimize costs? Sufficiently
addressing these goals may benefit from co-design between this provider-agnostic storage layer
and the underlying cloud service abstractions.
Modernizing serializable system designs. The conception that serializability is too expensive
for replicated and geo-distributed deployments contributed to the rise of NoSQL systems in
the 00s. However, orders of magnitude increases in network speeds on commodity hardware
has made it possible to build in-memory serializable systems that can meet high performance
requirements. As Morty [7] highlights, bottlenecks in the serializability abstraction are now pri-
mary performance limiters for traditional concurrency controls. Beyond the serialization win-
dows identified in the Morty project, what other fundamental bottlenecks exist and how do we
re-architect systems to minimize their impact? Similar to Morty, the Meerkat [24] project identi-
fies the Zero Coordination Principle (ZCP) as a design goal for achieving optimal performance
on low contention workloads. To what extent can serializable systems optimize for both high
and low contention workloads? For example, is it fundamentally possible for a system to opti-
mize the alignment of serialization windows and enforce the ZCP?
Relationship between liveness and performance. Consensus-based systems formally lack live-
ness and this informally manifests as increased tail latency. I would like to investigate to what
extent this is a fundamental connection. Through a combination of formal methods, statistical
modeling, and simulation, such a study could further motivate building systems like Gryff [5]
that provide provable liveness guarantees. I also see opportunities for applying the Gryff ap-
proach to other types of systems. For example, message-broking systems [21] provide a queue
abstraction to applications, which is fundamentally weaker [15] than the consensus-based SMR
protocols that underpin popular implementations. More generally, is it possible to develop a
black-box approach that takes in a sequential specification and synthesizes an implementation
that judiciously uses consensus only for the subset of the specification’s operations that need it?
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